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Name: ______________________________________________                                Class: ________________

    

 

 

 

 

Write the plural form of each singular noun.  

1. day _______________ 2. forest _______________ 

3. dish _______________ 4. horse _______________ 

5. piece _______________ 6. arch _______________ 

7. baby _______________ 8. fox _______________ 

9. wish _______________ 10. worry _______________ 

11. chicken _______________ 12. class _______________ 

13. boy _______________ 14. dress _______________ 

 

Write the plural form of each noun in parentheses. 

1. The books are filled with (story).               _______________ 

2. You can read under the (branch).  _______________ 

3. I read a story about a man that lived with (fox).  _______________ 

4. I was able to read on one of the (desk).  _______________ 

5. Animals can hear you if you step on (stick).  _______________ 

6. Ali found a ring under several (rock). _______________ 

  A singular noun names one person, place, or thing.  

 A plural noun names more than one person, place, or thing.  

  Add -s to form the plural of most singular nouns.  

  Add -es to form the plural of singular nouns that end in s, ch, sh, or x. 

 To form the plural of nouns ending in a consonant and y, change the y 

to i and add -es. 
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 Answer Key 

Write the plural form of each singular noun.  

1. day days 2. forest forests 

3. dish dishes 4. horse horses 

5. piece pieces 6. arch arches 

7. baby babies 8. fox foxes 

9. wish wishes 10. worry worries 

11. chicken chickens 12. class classes 

15. boy boys 16. dress dresses 

 

Write the plural form of each noun in parentheses. 

7. The books are filled with (story).               stories 

8. You can read under the (branch).  branches 

9. I read a story about a man that lived with (fox).  foxes 

10. I was able to read on one of the (desk).  desks 

11. Animals can hear you if you step on (stick).  sticks 

12. Ali found a ring under several (rock). rocks 
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